Occurrences Entered into the ATSB Maritime Safety Database
Between 02 January 2016 and 08 January 2016
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Summary

28/12/2015

MA201500173

10:30

UTC+9.5

No

Port Adelaide

Accoladie II

IMO No

8012425

Contact

During berthing in a strong ebb tide, the ship's bow swung rapidly
towards the berth. With the stern already in contact with the aft fender,
attempts to reduce the rate of swing were ineffective. The bow
impacted on the wharf post with minimal damage.

29/12/2015

MA201500172

4:00

UTC-8

No

Port Hedland

Mount
Florance

IMO No

9449053

Close quarters

Near miss between tug and inbound bulk carrier under pilotage. As the
tug master was moving the tug into a position for the inbound ship to
pass clear, he fell asleep. He was woken by the deckhand and
manoeuvred the tug into a position of safety as the ship passed clear.

No

Great Barrier
Reef

31/12/2015

MA201500174

22:55

UTC+10

Glory Atlantic

IMO No

9326342

Under pilotage during transit of the Great Barrier Reef, the ship's port
main engine shutdown due to a cooling water sensor malfunction. The
Equipment failure stdb main engine then shut down on overload and the ship blacked out.
About 30 minutes later, both main engine were on line and the ship
proceeded without further incident.

Note: For the purpose of subsection 49(2) of the Transport Safety Investigation Act 2003 (TSI Act) any On-Board Recordings (OBR) relating to a matter that the ATSB has decided not to investigate, as identified
in this publication, are not to be treated as OBR on and after the date of publication of this weekly summary.
Section 48 of the TSI Act contains a definition of an OBR. The voice component of a Voyage Data Recorder normally meets the requirements of an OBR.
Part 6 Division 1 of the TSI Act provides for certain confidentiality protections which must be applied to OBR. When an OBR is declared not to be an OBR other protections may continue to apply such as those
relating to personal information under privacy legislation.

